CORAM ELEMENTARY

Dates to Remember!

October 2020
VIRTUAL LEARNING TIPS
Create a routine
Find a quiet space to work
Log into a meet 5 minutes early
Participate regularly






Building a reading life



Writing structure



Work on increasing stamina



Board of
Education
meeting
LHS

October 4

Fire Prevention
Week

Writing

Reading


October 1



Select “just-right” books



Writing craft

Children must read at
home every night.
Help your child to
understand what
they’re reading by
asking these
questions.

Edit for capitals and
punctuation

You can help your child
master their addition and subtraction
facts by helping
him/her practice
every night!



What was your
book mostly about?



How would you



describe the main
character?



What was the
problem and

Math
Place Value






Addition with regrouping


Rounding

solution?

Social Studies
Identify the 7 continents
and 5 oceans


Identify where they live



What prediction
did you make? Did
it come true?

Music
In music class, we will be learning the lines
and
spaces of the treble clef and begin basic
note name identification. Students will also
review different rhythms in simple time by
counting and subdividing to create the correct number of beats in each
measure of music.

Art
Students will gain knowledge of line, shape,
form, color, and texture through the
techniques and tools utilized in each drawing lesson
*Materials and Skills: color theory value and
Intensity.
*Measurement and spatial and balance
relationships are obtained through the skills
obtained during lessons. Art History
Connections Romero Britto Brazilian Pop
artist.

Physical Education

Library

As we continue to navigate uncharted and
uncertain waters, rest assured that your
physical education teachers have the map to
guide you toward your fitness goals. We will
be continuing to adjust to pacing ourselves
in activities while wearing masks to get
more familiar with our limitations in our
body weight locomotor fitness course. Be
sure to check the Google Classroom for supplementary activities to complete at home.

Welcome back to another great school year!
For the month of October, third students
will begin to take out library books to enjoy
at home! We have some new rules about
book procedures so please make sure to
keep an eye out for the new changes! In
class, students will continue to familiarize
themselves with the different sections of the
library, learn how to use the tools and resources in the library including signs and
shelf markers and will also be introduced to
the online cataloging system.

